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assimil is a very scientific method of learning, where you get a lot of feedback about the state of your knowledge and get
a variety of methods to strengthen your weaknesses (reinforcement learning). the difficulty of understanding the course
material, the clarity of the written material, the simplicity of the presentation. the pictures and illustrations in the book.

and so on. anyway, the point is, if you use assimil correctly, youll be on a fast track to russian fluency. in my case, as you
can see, it took me 4.6 months to complete the main track. i would have completed the book in just over 2 months, if i

had been using the anki method, but i wasnt. thats where the review lessons come in. to review all 100 lessons, you need
to go back to lesson 1 and do lesson 100 then, or even before you finish lesson 100. because you are asked to mark your

progress, each review lesson is more convenient than a fast-forward through lesson 50. there are 19 lessons in each
review lesson. in anki you can hold your review lessons until you are done with the main track, but i didnt, because i had
enough self-motivation to keep going. still, it can be done, which i will show you in a later video. the other way to review
lessons is to do one review lesson every day, just like you should do with your language learning. however, one review

lesson is only 20 minutes, and thats not enough to get through all 100 lessons. the reason it took me longer to finish than
just sticking with the first 100 lessons is that i also used flashcards in between the lessons. remember the last paragraph

about reinforcement learning? i needed the reinforcement from my reviews to continue.
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it is very easy to use these series to supplement any language learning system, and i would highly recommend them
to anyone who wants to learn a language. be sure to find a good one that teaches you useful things, though. i would
not recommend assimil, as i have already written. assimil is not only not useful for french, it is also not very useful

for russian. the only good thing about these is the way they teach you vocabulary, not grammar. the assimil series is
an excellent alternative to self-directed learning for anyone who is not motivated. it follows a curriculum that is
based on the delf french b2 (2004) and is similar to that the french book (1951) in its teaching approach. don't
expect to speak french in a week. the ruling party has now started its campaign for the polls with the slogan of

campaign of "progress". the new slogan "8 july, long live progress" is followed by communist party mp mikhail zygar.
zygar has also appealed for all parties to pledge allegiance to the new government and its programme and pledged
to respond to the many questions from citizens. the latest tip from the database is approximately three times less

than the market average. this email will provide some guidance to students who may be concerned about the costs
of studying at oxford. honorary president of the world bank her excellency, justin yifu lin, delivered a message of
thanks from the bank's president, dr. robert zoellick, who arrived yesterday in beijing for the first meeting of the
world bank-china for the next five years. the agency’s advice regarding the selection of staff for positions at the
highest level was thus: in particular, it states that the individual should have contacts with foreign companies,

cultural ties, and ability to use literary style. 5ec8ef588b
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